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Have your lunch in Rolle
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! Rolle: Beautiful promenade to walk and explore  

! Saint Prex: Interesting medieval village with lovely port 

 

            

     

You will be going straight for a long while once leaving Geneva. 

Your first turn will be in Celigny.

Day 2:
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Don’t worry about getting lost on this first day out. You’re going to be following the lake the whole way except for a few 
moments when you’ll veer off to the west towards the Jura mountains.

 

Morges is a delightful, flower-decked town of 14,000 
inhabitants. It occupies a privileged position on the shores of 
Lake Geneva, opposite the majestic Mont-Blanc. Our hotel is on 
the main pedestrian street and there is an outdoor market just 
outside every Saturday morning. There are lots of restaurants 
to choose from. For a good view of the lake, eat at the sailing 
club restaurant at the port. For something special, the Morges 
Casino is excellent.

St. Prex is worth a visit. Explore the port !

Switzerland’s most famous vineyards are on these shores

Follow the Ride With GPS  track which will take you down La Route Suisse. This is a busy road, but there is a 
dedicated bike path on the right and it will allow you to go fast and stretch your legs. At around 16 km you’ll see signs 
for the village of Celigny and you’ll need to turn left. At this point the countryside becomes more interesting. You’ll 
reach Celigny after a kilometer or two. This is a good place for your first coffee/bathroom break.

We recommend stopping in Rolle for lunch. Stop at the Migros or Coop grocery store (or a bakery) on Rolle’s 
main street to buy picnic supplies. Then look for the fountain on the main street. Across from the fountain, you will 
see an arched pathway leading through to the lake. If you follow the lake (away from the chateau) you will find a 
few places to eat (grass, tables, water, etc). You will also find a café with a large terrass. There are bathrooms just 
inside. As always, the lunch spot that we recommend is indicated on the application with a picnic table.

St. Prex: is an easy-to-miss village on your itinerary just before 
Morges. It’s worth a stroll. Also a great place for a swim.


